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DEMAND SECURE
WELL-PAID JOBS & FULL
EMPLOYMENT
Workers need a substantial wage rise
now to meet day-to-day necessities.
They need secure jobs. With secure
employment, they can plan their lives
and are more likely to spend. The economy requires workers to have money in
their pockets to spend – this is what a
rational stimulus plan would look like.
But Australia has a government that
does not understand or refuses to accept
these simple facts. If workers do not have
the money to spend, no matter how much
more the private sector produces, there will
be no one to buy it.
In his budget speech, Treasurer Josh
Frydenberg described Australia’s recovery
from the 2020 economic recession as truly
“remarkable.” “Australia’s economic engine
is roaring back to life,” he said, painting a
rosy picture of an economic recovery outshining other similar economies.
It is true, JobKeeper kept workers on the
books of their employers, kept employers
afloat and put money in workers’ pockets.
The JobSeeker supplement enabled the
unemployed to buy the necessities of life
and saved many from homelessness.
Now, during such a “remarkable” economic recovery, surely it is time for workers
to share in the recovery with a wage rise.
After all, corporate profits rose an average
of fifteen per cent last year. But no, when
the government appeared before the Fair
Work Commission’s annual review of the
minimum wage, the gloss lifted. Apparently,
the economic situation is not so good. The
time is not right for a real wage rise!
“The ability of employers to respond to
wage increases during a downturn would
likely be compromised exacerbating negative employment impacts.” A “downturn”?
That doesn’t sound like an “economic engine
[which] is roaring back to life.”
The government was sticking to its
budget forecast of no real wage increase
before 2024, only supporting a token
increase. The employers, as per usual, lined
up with their arguments against a real wage
rise. They trotted out the usual employer
myths that wage rises destroy jobs and cause
unemployment.
Workers have been subjected to stagnant
or declining wages for several decades. For
the 2.2 million workers who are reliant on
awards, the minimum full-time wage is
$753.80 per week. Whereas the average fulltime adult ordinary hours wage for workers
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is $1,711.60. In other words, the rate of pay
for the 2.2 million lowest-paid workers is
forty-four per cent of the average wage!
For the unemployed, there is no relief in
sight – just an insulting and punitive $50
per fortnight ($3.57 per day) increase in the
permanent rate of the dole. That brings their
income up to $310.40 a week or $44.34 a
day. Department of Social Services figures
indicate that 1.24 million people were on
JobSeeker in January, and another 135,540
received the youth allowance, which is even
lower.

ACTU MINIMUM WAGE
CLAIM
The Australian Council of Trade Unions
(ACTU) called for a modest 3.5 per cent
($26.38 weekly) increase in the minimum
wage which would directly benefit the 2.2
million workers on the minimum wage.
ACTU Secretary Sally McManus said a
sizeable increase was essential to Australia’s
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economic activity. “If wages don’t increase it
threatens the entire recovery. Money in the
hands of working people is what will create
sustainable economic growth, not bigger
profits for big business,” McManus said.
Instead of supporting a real wage rise for
workers, the government is pouring money
by the bucketloads into the private sector
– $320 billion in “investment incentives”
announced in the last year’s budget and this
one. The government claims it will create
an estimated 60,000 jobs by 2022-23. The
real aim is to boost profits for its business
mates and political donors.
Denying workers a living wage makes
no economic sense, even from a capitalist
perspective. There is already excess capacity
in the economy. Expanding businesses will
only increase this excess when workers lack
the cash to buy what is produced.
The government should be supporting
a real wage rise that will both stimulate the
economy and improve the living standards
of workers and their families.
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Even the conservative Reserve Bank of
Australia supports a wage rise of at least
three per cent.

GENDER GAP REMAINS
Average weekly earnings (full- and
part-time) for females in November 2020
were $1,050.60 compared with $1,526.60
for males (ABS, February 2021). That is a
whopping gender gap of $476.00 per week.
Or, to put it as a percentage, women are
paid on average sixty-eight per cent of what
men receive.
The pandemic aﬀected women disproportionately, making up a large proportion
of those made unemployed or leaving the
labour force. This was in part due to types of
businesses that were forced to shut during
lockdowns where the workforce was predominantly female. They were also much
more likely to have family responsibilities
as a parent or carer.
Continued on page 2
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VACCINE ROLLOUT
DISGRACE!
The federal government’s vaccine rollout continues to be a disappointment. Two months ago, thirteen
Pfizer pop-up Covid-19 vaccination hubs for younger
aged care workers were meant to be operating – only
three have been established, all of them are in Sydney
and are set-up by private contractor Sonic Healthcare.
Aged care workers were scheduled to be vaccinated in phase 1a, which is the highest priority stage
of the rollout. However, approximately only 61,000
of 250,000 aged and disability care workers have
been vaccinated. The low numbers are a result of the
government changing its rollout strategy. Initially it
promised dedicated in-reach teams (i.e. governmentprovided response networks for COVID-19) to deliver
vaccinations to aged care workers. However, according
to The Guardian (UK), it has since moved to using a
“combination of in-reach, general practitioners, and
dedicated pop-up Pfizer vaccination hubs” (which were
supposed to begin in April).
United Workers Union’s aged care director, Carolyn
Smith, reflecting on the government’s failure in its vaccine rollout, stated that “aged care workers have been
absolutely on the frontline of the threat of COVID” and
that the current situation was “shocking.” Further
commenting Smith recalled that “in Victoria with the
big COVID outbreak, aged care workers were really
incredibly impacted by COVID and are also a source
of transmission into aged care, where the people most
vulnerable to COVID are living.”
However, age care workers aren’t the only ones
left out. Earlier this month, it was revealed that only
999 people in residential disability homes had been
vaccinated. Department of Health associate secretary
Caroline Edwards has conceded the department had
underestimated the number of people living in disability homes. Furthermore, people with a disability were
eligible for vaccinations in phase 1b – not 1a – of the
rollout, which started in late March 22. According to
the Sydney Morning Herald, There have been reports
that the vaccine has been diﬃcult to access. Speaking
on this matter, Australian Greens Disability spokesperson Senator Jordon Steele-John that he felt “the
treatment of disabled people throughout this pandemic
has been discriminatory.”
When COVID-19 first broke out, the Morrison
government had ample time to respond as it saw
the carnage the virus caused throughout China and
Europe. However, it chose to sit and play the waiting
game. And now, it continues to lag when our most
vulnerable citizens need it to act the most.
In addition to a need for an extensive vaccine rollout
that should be utilising not one or two vaccines but
others that have been made available, the government
needs to prepare for future pandemics and deliver a
more robust healthcare sector.
For example, Australia needs purpose-built quarantine centres that can operate as crisis centres or
additional medical support when there are no viruses.
We should not be relying on hotels to provide makeshift centres which are not suitable for quarantining
People.
Australia has to do better. Not only during this
pandemic but generally. We cannot continue to allow our most vulnerable citizens to be unprotected.

DEMAND SECURE
WELL-PAID JOBS & FULL
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Continued from page 1

The introduction of free early
childhood education and care was of
tremendous benefit, enabling many
women to return to paid work. It
should be on a permanent basis.
This would be an important step
towards economic independence
for many women and be of benefit
to the development of children.

JOBS MIRACLE?
It is perhaps premature to
assess the impact of the end JobKeeper on 28th March. The labour
force figures released by the ABS
earlier in the month are based on
a survey carried out between 4th
April and 17th April. As JobKeeper
was paid to employers retrospectively, many recipients were able
to pay their employees during that
survey period.
The official unemployment
figure fell from 5.7 per cent to 5.5
per cent in April. But this statistic
does not tell the whole story. The
number of monthly hours worked
fell by 13 million. That’s the equivalent of 342,000 full-time jobs. The
number of employed workers fell
by 30,600.
The economy gained 33,800
full-time jobs and lost 64,400.
The fall in the unemployment
rate is largely a consequence of
workers withdrawing from the
workforce – unemployed and given
up looking for work. The percentage
of working-age people who have
a job fell, and the rate of casual
employment remains high.

Retail trade, accommodation,
and food services account for a large
proportion of all casual workers
across Australia. Large numbers of
casual workers are also employed
in construction, health, education,
road transport, and other service
industries.
According to the government’s
labour market website, there are
243,500 job vacancies. That falls
far short of the more than 1.2 million unemployed seeking work, the
many more underemployed, and the
thousands of workers who dropped
out of the labour force last month.
Employers report receiving 100
or more applications for a job. In
other instances, they claim there is
a shortage of skilled labour. Prior to
the pandemic, they relied heavily on
vulnerable visa workers who they
exploited to the hilt, paying below
award wages.
Skills shortages arise out of the
lack of planning on the part of the
government, the hefty TAFE and
university fees, and inadequate
student allowances. For women,
it is even more diﬃcult to study if
they have family responsibilities
and cannot aﬀord childcare.

FULL EMPLOYMENT
Capitalist economists use the
term “full employment” to mean
the percentage of unemployed at
which the economy is “balanced.”
Whereas a few years ago they spoke
in terms of five percent, today four
per cent or less is raised as a target.
This is the level that they believe

will stimulate demand for a stable
recovery – an oxymoron under
capitalism.
Full employment should mean
full employment!

UNCERTAIN
SITUATION
The government talks endlessly
of the uncertain economic situation. It has no plans in place. True
to its neoliberal form, it is pouring
hundreds of billions into the private
sector, squeezing wages and relying
on “market forces.”
There are things it could be
doing to make Australia more
secure and prosperous:
• Plan the economy, putting
people’s needs ahead of private
profits
• Support a living wage
• Raise the rate of JobSeeker,
Youth Allowance, and other
social security payments
• Restore stolen penalty rates
• Provide free early childhood
education and care
• Abolish TAFE and university
fees
• Organise vaccination
distribution eﬃciently
• Build dedicated quarantine
facilities in each state and
territory within easy reach of a
hospital
• A just transition to renewable
energy
• Redirect the billions spent
on war preparations to social
spending 
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AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT
CONTINUES TO EXPLOIT
INDIGENOUS LAND
Emily Muagututia & Seamus Carey
The federal government’s “gas-fired
recovery” plans fly in the face of any
reason, be it environmental, economic, the interests of workers, or the
rights of the sovereign Indigenous
peoples whose lands are being stolen
and defiled.
But the government’s ideology and intentions are not a product of chance or stupidity. The only interest behind these policies
is that of the giant oil and gas corporations.
These corporations are large donors to both
the Liberal and Labor parties.
Many gas drilling operations in Australia
are not even profitable. These projects only
stay afloat through government handouts –
these are the true dole bludgers!
The government has allocated $600
million to build a new gas-fired power plant
in Kurri Kurri, NSW, via the state-owned
Snowy Hydro corporation. The project has
already been ridiculed from many angles as
utterly unjustifiable. Scott Morrison claims
that it is necessary to fill the gap that will be
left by the closure of the Liddell coal-fired
power station in 2023. Yet, the plans for the
gas project show that it is only expected to
operate for one or two weeks per year and
will only create ten ongoing full-time jobs.
Creating jobs at $60mil a pop is hardly
wise budgeting! And it is clear from the
projected operating frequency that the need
for this plant is non-existent. The NSW state
government’s renewable energy plans – as
well as the future renewables projects the
federal government should be investing in
rather than fossil fuels – are already expected
to fill the gap left by the closure of Liddell.
The government’s excuse for opening
another fossil fuel-burning plant is that it
can later be converted to a hydrogen plant.
However, this is no environmental get-outof-jail-free card, as the government’s main
plan to generate hydrogen is to use coal! The
current emissions-friendly alternatives to
produce hydrogen use water instead, but this
raises further questions of large-scale viability
as Australia faces a worsening water crisis.
Some of the criticism of this project from
the right was of the state ownership of the
plant. Such commentators opined that the
state should not interfere in the market,
and the project should be left to the private
sector. This puts the Liberal government
in the unusual (for them) position of being
forced to criticise the private sector for “failing” to deliver this project themselves, as no
private company had expressed interest in
taking it on. While the obvious reason for
the lack of interest from the private sector
is that the project is completely economically unviable, the Liberal Party is unable
to openly acknowledge this.
Projects like the Kurri Kurri gas plant
are an example of the hypocritical ways that
neoliberal governments utilise state ownership. While under socialism, state ownership
is a means for implementing large-scale
rational planning to meet people’s needs,
the neoliberal free-market fundamentalists
in power will happily use it as a means to
siphon taxpayer money into private hands.
This gas plant has no purpose other than

another promise to gas companies that the
state will guarantee them demand, in a world
that badly needs to cut this demand to zero.
In the era of modern state-monopoly capitalism, the state operates to an ever-greater
extent as an arm of the largest domestic and
transnational corporations. State budgeting
and economic policy primarily serve the
cause of maximising profits for these global
super-exploiters.
The demand for ever-greater profits is
perpetually facing the problem of the tendency of the rate of profit to decline, as well
as the need to expand consumption – no
profit can be made without any commodity
to sell! But contrary to bourgeois economic
theory, people’s desires are not infinite. Furthermore, they are restricted by low wages.
This contradiction in the ruling class’ desire
for lower wages but higher expenditure is a
major structural instability in capitalism and
cause of many economic crises.
The struggle to create new commodities to
sell also expresses itself in a great reluctance
to let go of old commodities, regardless of
the economic sense of it. This is reflected in
government ideology and policy, and the state
steps in to provide an economic rationale in
the form of massive, unjustifiable corporate
subsidies.
To avert irreversible climate catastrophe,
the burning of gas will have to stop at some
point. Fossil fuel consumption, including gas,
must decline rapidly, and many countries are
already taking action to achieve this. Planning decades-long gas projects makes no
economic or environmental sense. Who will
buy the gas if global environmental targets
are met? Reassuring its corporate sponsors,
the Australian government answers: we will.
Both Liberal and Labor parties claim that
increasing gas usage is a good way to reduce

emissions. While it is somewhat cleaner
than coal or oil, that is not good enough
to achieve the necessary outcomes for the
planet. A further important consideration is
that gas drilling increasingly takes the form
of fracking, which causes devastating environmental and cultural impacts in addition
to the emissions.
In the Northern Territory, the fight to
stop fracking continues as the NT government struggles with commitments to two
conflicting promises. In 2006, NT’s Labor
government entered a contract to buy $4
billion worth of gas by 2034, whether or
not this gas was delivered. In direct conflict
with this, the current Labor government is
paying $12 million for a study into reducing gas consumption by government-owned
electricity generation companies.
This year’s budget has also allocated
$2.8mil to financing solar PV and battery
storage for households and businesses and a
further $2mil towards delivering renewable
energy to remote communities across the NT.
The commencement of new fracking
ventures in Australia is a ploy to ensure our
continued dependency on fossil fuels for
years to come. In a time that emphasises
the transition to renewable energy, why
are we allowing these kinds of projects to
begin? The NT government’s 2018 fracking enquiry revealed that the development
of the territory’s oil and gas fields could
result in up to 34 billion tonnes of carbon
emissions, equivalent to 60 times the total
greenhouse gas emissions of all of Australia.
Oﬀsetting these emissions could cost more
than $4 billion.
The Northern Territory did introduce a
moratorium on fracking in 2016. However,
just two years later in 2018, the Morrison
Liberal government withheld GST funding

from NT until they revoked the moratorium.
As oil and gas companies now eye oﬀ the
Beetaloo basin, estimated to be one of the
largest gas reserves in the world, once again
the Morrison government and fossil fuel lobbyists are pressuring the NT government to
remove any environmental and community
protections to allow for expansion of the
fracking industry.
The Australia Institute’s report “Fracking
and Slacking” revealed that Northern Territory taxpayers had paid around $100mil to
support the gas industry in the last ten years.
Just one day after this report was released,
the NT government announced $12 million
in subsidies for the fracking industry. This
kind of funding could be reallocated to community resources and programs – particularly
in Indigenous communities that have been
bearing the brunt of the continued desecration of their land.
Indigenous people from the Northern
Territory who made submissions to the 2018
fracking inquiry almost unanimously agreed
that the fracking industry will do irreparable
harm to their communities with no reciprocal
benefit. These opinions were based largely
on their experiences with previous mining
projects in the territory.
Indigenous activist Alice Eather penned a
poem “My Story is Your Story” in response to
proposed fracking in her home in NT, writing:
“When I see a map of country, I see land,
sea and family. When they see a map of
country, they see mining fantasies. When I
see the seabed, I see sacred sites. When they
see the seabed, they see dollar signs. When
I see a map of exploration permit 166, I see
them trying to reduce my country to three
digits... People ask me for my story, but my
story is your story.” 

While under socialism, state ownership is a means for implementing
large-scale rational planning to meet people’s needs, the neoliberal
free-market fundamentalists in power will happily use it as a means
to siphon taxpayer money into private hands.
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REPORT: RALLY FOR
PALESTINE – PERTH
By CPA Perth Branch
Around two thousand people gathered on Sunday 23rd May at Forrest Chase in Perth CBD as part of
the global day in solidarity with
the Palestinian people.
Thousands rallied and marched in
other Australian capital cities to demand
the end of the occupation and the right
of the Palestinian people to live in peace
in their own state.
While welcoming the cease fire, the
roots of the 73-year catastrophe has left
thousands of Palestinians dead and
millions displaced.
The recent Israel military attacks on
Palestine left more than two hundred
dead, including several children and
women and the criminal destruction of
Palestinian homes. The resistance of the
Palestinian people is heroic and is the
key issue that could decide the outcome.
The international community plays
an important role in the campaign to
stop the war crimes committed by Israel
against the people in occupied Palestine.
US imperialism must stop its support
for Israel policies of genocide against
the Palestinian people.
The Perth rally, organised by Friends
of Palestine, attracted many people from
the community across cultural boundaries. The absence of the organised trade
union movement was felt despite several
individual trade unionists who stand
with the Palestinian people and demand
the end of the occupation.
The local CPA branch participated
in numbers with a clear position that
the end of the occupation is the only
possible avenue to peace. Placards with
the Guardian’s centre poster and other
local production designs showed our
message on the day.
Speakers at the rally shared personal, painful experiences of what it
means to live under siege. The right to
return for all refugees to their homeland
is a just demand in the hard road to a
two-state solution.
Protestors marched through the
Murray and Hay Street Malls and
returned to the Forrest Chase fore court,
where the rally continued the call for a
free Palestine.
The Communist Party of Australia
stands in solidarity for a free Palestine with East Jerusalem as its capital
based on the June 1967 borders and the
right for all refugees to return to their
homeland. 

The right to return for all
refugees to their homeland
is a just demand in the hard
road to a two-state solution.

REPORT: RALLY IN SUPPORT OF
PEACE AND JUSTICE IN COLOMBIA – PERTH
Richard Titelius
On Saturday 15th May, the community group, United for Colombia, Perth
(WA), held a rally in Forrest Place in
the CBD. The spokesperson for the
group, Karen, said it was important for
people in Australia to know about the
human rights abuses being committed
by the state against their own people
in protests triggered by the Colombian government’s proposals for tax
reform. The right-wing government
of Colombian President Ivan Duque
is suﬀering a shortage of money that
is not due solely to the pandemic but
also to its rampant corruption.
Like our own GST, the proposed reform
would have seen a 19 per cent consumption
tax on utilities including water and sewerage, electricity, internet, and essential items

including meat, fish, eggs, medications, and
books. The minimum salary in Colombia is
only A$335 a month. Thousands of Colombians took to the streets to strike, united in
protest against these reforms, including workers, unionists, activists, teachers, students,
indigenous groups and business groups.
The state responded by using police
powers to harass, abuse (including sexually)
and kill their own people, creating a humanitarian crisis. United for Colombia raised the
case of police brutality. A young Colombian distributed a pamphlet that included
a woman protester who was raped by four
police oﬃcers in Popayan (near Cali), and
the resulting trauma caused her to suicide.
Outraged members of the community set
fire to the police station and burnt it down.
Their struggle saw the government
withdraw the proposed reform on 2nd
May. However, the people continue in their

protests, feeling that if they stop the struggle, the reforms will return and now, they
must also rally against the brutal repression
of protests.
Over 80 people from the Colombian community in Perth, friends and activists rallied
in support of criminal and economic justice
for their families and communities in Colombia. The Colombian spokesperson said they
would need to have a judicial enquiry into
the conduct of their police during this time.
Since the 1960s, right-wing paramilitaries
in Colombia have also been assassinating
various union and community leaders who
have been speaking out about corruption
and nepotism, which has plagued Colombian
society over the last 50 years. As this article
goes to press the Colombian Opposition
Senator Ivan Cepeda Castro has led a call to
the International Criminal Court against the
Minister of the Defence Forces, the President

Ivan Duque and two Generals and also for
crimes against humanity committed against
the protesters and also knowing what was
happening and not condemning the actions
of the police or doing anything about it.
The CPA supports the calls for a judicial
enquiry into the conduct of Colombian police
during the recent demonstrations and a halt
to the proposed Tax Reforms, including the
withdrawal of a proposed health reform
aimed at privatising health care.
The Communist Party of Australia
demands the end of repression, which has
seen several trade union and community
activists assassinated.

For further information, use
the #SOSColombia and
#SOSHumanRightsColombia
in your social media. 
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REFORMS TO DSP
DESPERATELY NEEDED
Bree Booth
The Senate Standing Committee on
Community Aﬀairs will conduct an
investigation this year into the “purpose, intent and adequacy of the Disability Support Pension” (DSP) after
an allegation that 130 people died last
year from a terminal illness while
waiting for their DSP application to
be processed. The scope of the inquiry
is broad and includes the impact on
the DSP on disabled peoples’ ability
to find work, discrimination against
DSP recipients, the appropriateness of
the current eligibility criteria, the adequacy of the DSP to provide a suitable
standard of living, and the capacity of
the current system to meet the needs
of those with chronic conditions and
terminal illnesses.
Under the current social security law,
people who have a terminal illness with
less than two years to live may apply for a
“manifest grant” without the usual rigorous assessment required for the grant of a
DSP. The idea is that such claims ought to
be expedited in order to help support terminally ill people and their families in the last
months of their lives. However, this has not
been the reality.
Increasing automation of Centrelink’s
processing systems means that claims are
not being prioritised correctly. As a result,
those with a terminal illness are being left
with no support in the last months of their
lives, such as one man whose estate was
credited $4,000 in back pay after he passed
away waiting for access to the DSP. Access
to the DSP can make a big diﬀerence to the
lives of those with terminal illnesses and
their families. While the current Jobseeker
rate is $620.80 per fortnight, the base rate
for the DSP is $952.70 per fortnight. That
extra $330 can go a long way towards covering the extra costs associated with living
with a terminal illness.
Greens Senator Rachel Siewert, whose
motion in the Senate initiated the inquiry,
has accused the government of pocketing
the savings from the newly digitised model
rather than reinvesting them in the people
who need them the most – those on social
security payments, including the DSP. One
look at the state of the current system suggests that this is probably true. In recent
years, the DSP has become increasingly
diﬃcult to access due to the tightening of
eligibility requirements by both Labour and
Liberal governments, meaning there is less
room for decisions to be made on a truly
case by case basis.
On top of the more stringent eligibility
requirements, the increasing automation

of Centrelink services means claims such
as “manifest grant” claims for those with
terminal illnesses may not be granted as
quickly or as readily as if they were processed
face-to-face. The 2021 federal budget cut
$860mil from employment services. While
employment services are separate from disability support, at least in principle, this is
part of an ongoing trend across the social
security system.
The latest federal budget is drawing criticism across the board for its failure to allocate
resources where they are most needed for
a strong economic recovery from the pandemic. The chronically underfunded and
understaﬀed social security administration
has been hit hard over the past few years,
with the Community and Public Sector Union
(CPSU) raising concerns over staﬃng shortages. The government has acknowledged
the need for staﬃng levels to be raised but
the CPSU fears that the proposed increase
of 50,000 jobs won’t be enough.
Funding cuts lead to staﬃng cuts and
automation, which in turn means fewer
people are given face-to-face consultations
as part of their claim being processed. All
of this compounds to mean that less people
are eligible for the support they need. All of
this is occurring while the pandemic pushes
more and more people onto social security,

overwhelming a system that is not equipped
to deal with the influx.
Not to mention the new measure
announced in the budget, which means
that new migrants to Australia will have to
wait up to four years to access most forms
of social security. There is no information in
the budget documents to indicate that the
DSP will be included among these payments
– or which payments will be included at all
for that matter – but this move is extremely
concerning. What the government did not
fail to mention is that they expect to save
$671mil over the next five years.
The Senate inquiry also comes in the
wake of controversial reforms to the National
Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). The
government has allocated a much-needed
funding increase to the NDIS, but with a
catch – participants in the NDIS will now
have to undergo controversial ‘independent assessments’ by government-approved
health professionals to qualify. There are
concerns by disability advocates that these
do not appropriately take into account to
complex individual needs of people with
disabilities and that the new regime was
developed without community consultation (for more on the scheme see Guardian
#1962 “Backlash against NDIS Independent
Assessments”).

Special Appeal Reds go Green
The Guardian is running a special appeal with the aim of raising $10,000 for solar panels.
The panels will not only make substantial savings in electricity bills but also put into practice our
commitment to a sustainable future.
They involve a substantial cash outlay, but we believe that every measure we can take to reduce carbon
emissions is important. It is not enough to preach “green.” We must act “green”!
We are looking to Guardian readers and CPA members and supporters to assist us with this important project.
Every contribution is appreciated, no matter how small or large. Send your contribution today.
All contributions will be acknowledged in the Guardian.

Name ....................................................
Amount $ .................
You may /may not publish my name
Send your contribution to 74 Buckingham St, Surry Hills, NSW 2010, email info@cpa.org.au or pay by PayPal on cpa.org.au

While the NDIS is diﬀerent from the DSP
– the NDIS is designed to provide funding
for disability-related support, while the DSP
provides money to people with disabilities to
help with day-to-day living expenses – it all
forms part of a broader picture about what
the government really values when it comes
to Australians with disabilities and chronic
or terminal illnesses.
The DSP doesn’t work because it isn’t
designed to. It is cheaper for the government to keep people on the lower Jobseeker
or Youth Allowance rate for as long as possible in order to protect their bottom line.
Unfortunately, terminally ill people are falling through the cracks of this cruel system.
Disability Support claims should not be
automated – a computer isn’t capable of
assessing whether a person is eligible in
any nuanced way. The emphasis ought to
be on people’s individual needs, not on the
government’s bottom line.
The report of the Senate Inquiry into the
Purpose, Intent and Adequacy of the Disability Support Pension is due to be published by
the 30th of November 2021 and is currently
open for submissions via the Parliament of
Australia’s website (aph.gov.au).

Something
to say?
Write to
the Editor!
editor@cpa.org.au

Find out more
www.cpa.org.au
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ACTION HITS ISRAELI ARMS
Firefighters called to assist police at a
protest targeting an Israeli arms factory in Leicester withdrew today in
solidarity with Palestinians.
Members of the Palestine Action group
clambered onto the roof of the UAV Tactical
Systems factory in Leicester in the early hours
and chained the site’s gates shut, halting the
production of arms.
The factory, owned by Israeli weapons
giant Elbit and Thales UK, is involved in
building combat drones which activists
say are being used by the Israeli military to
bomb Gaza.
More than 200 Palestinians, including
sixty-three children, have been killed in Israel’s latest onslaught on the besieged enclave.
Firefighters were called to the weapons
factory to ensure the safety of those involved
in the action. But having carried out their
duties, Leicestershire Fire Brigades Union
(FBU) said its members had decided to
withdraw.
“The Fire Brigades Union were made
aware that the protesters were representing
the Palestinian solidarity group Palestine
Action,” a statement signed Leicestershire
FBU chair Graham Vaux said.
“Union oﬃcials immediately reminded
senior managers that as firefighters, we
are, and remain, a proud humanitarian
service and our role does not involve law
enforcement.
“The Fire Brigades Union stand in support of Palestinian solidarity and the right
to protest.”
The move is the latest show of trade union
solidarity with Palestine in recent days.
Members of a dockworkers’ union in
Italy refused to load weapons destined for
Israel last week, while Palestinians’ historic
general strike against Israeli oppression was
backed by British trade unions including
Unite, the Communications Workers’ Union
(CWU) and Unison.
During the rooftop occupation, Palestine
Action activists spoke to the Morning Star
on condition of anonymity.
“This factory is producing illegal weapons
to be used on Palestinians: on men, women
and children,” one said.
“There are a lot of us, all from diﬀerent

backgrounds. It is a great experience taking
control and knowing that we are making a
diﬀerence.”
Another occupier said: “They are assembling drones here, but we don’t want to just
shut this factory down for just one day. We
want to stop these killer drones getting into
Israeli hands and bombing Palestine and
killing children.”
UAV Tactical Systems says that engines
for the Watchkeeper and Hermes drones are
manufactured at the Leicester site.
The latter have been used extensively by
the Israeli army in previous operations in
Gaza and the Hermes 450 was implicated
in possible war crimes during an attack on
the strip in 2014.
Palestine Action said the factory occupation “shows that it is entirely within our power

to stop the production of brutal machinery
which is fuelling war crimes in Palestine.”
Campaign Against Arms Trade spokesman Andrew Smith said: “There are few
companies as implicated in the ongoing
war and occupation as Elbit Systems, which
arms, supports and enables Israeli forces
every step of the way.
“They couldn’t do this without the complicity and support of arms-dealing governments like the UK, who have fuelled the
bombardment.
“If Downing Street wants to play any kind
of role in promoting peace then it must end
the arms sales and its co-operation with war
profiteers like Elbit.”
In the Commons today, former Labour
leader Jeremy Corbyn asked Foreign Oﬃce
Minister James Cleverly whether weapons

or munitions sold by Britain to Israel have
been used to bomb Gaza.
Cleverly refused to answer directly and
would only insist that Britain has a “robust
arms export licensing regime and all export
licences are assessed in accordance with it.”
Lib Dem MP Layla Moran, who is of
British-Palestinian descent, accused the
government of shirking its historic responsibilites in failing to be the main sponsor of
a UN resolution calling for a ceasefire.
The Leicester occupation was the second
action against Elbit factories in 24 hours,
after activists blockaded the firm’s factory in
Oldham in Greater Manchester on Tuesday.
The blockade was backed by members of
the local community including the Oldham
Peace and Justice campaign.
Morning Star 

PRESIDENT HOLDS ONLINE TALKS
WITH TOP CHINESE LEADER
Vietnamese President Nguyen
Xuan Phuc and Chinese Party
General Secretary and State
President Xi Jinping aﬃrmed
the significance of the VietnamChina relationship in each
country’s foreign policy during online talks on 24th May.
They also spoke highly of
achievements gained in relations
between the two Parties and countries over the past time.
President Phuc congratulated
the Communist Party of China
(CPC) on its upcoming 100th founding anniversary.
Lauding major achievements
China has recorded in containing
COVID-19, restoring growth and
shaking oﬀ poverty despite diﬃculties due to the pandemic since early
2020, President Phuc expressed
his belief that the country will reap
greater fruits in the next 100 years.
Vietnam has also gained successes in pandemic containment
and economic recovery, President
Phuc said, highlighting the organisation of the elections of the 15th
National Assembly and all-level
People’s Councils for the 20212026 tenure.
Despite various diﬃculties and
challenges, Vietnamese people will
carry forward their solidarity and
internal strength to move forward,

President Phuc noted. In this process, Vietnam wishes to receive cooperation from countries worldwide,
including China, he said.
He reiterated Vietnamese
Party’s and State’s consistent
foreign policy of independence,
self-reliance, multilateralisation
and diversification, and attaching importance to developing the
friendly neighbourliness and comprehensive strategic cooperative
partnership with China.
In that spirit, he proposed several measures to boost the bilateral
relations in the time ahead such
as promoting mutual trust, and
comprehensive, equal and mutually beneficial cooperation.
Vietnam and China should
enhance collaboration in the
COVID-19 fight, raise the quality
and eﬃciency of economic, trade
and investment cooperation, step
up partnerships between localities
and people-to-people exchanges,
while working to maintain an
environment of peace and stability, satisfactorily settle sea-related
issues on the basis of common perceptions at the high level, in line
with international law, the 1982
United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea (1982 UNCLOS),
and maintain their coordination
at multilateral forums.

On this occasion, President
Phuc invited Xi and other Chinese
leaders to visit Vietnam.
For his part, Xi said he believes
that under the leadership of the
Communist Party of Vietnam, the
Vietnamese people will complete
targets and tasks set at the 13th
National Party Congress.
The Chinese Party, State and
people attach great importance to
relations with Vietnam, and wish

and stand ready to join hands with
their Vietnamese counterparts to
foster the bilateral friendship and
cooperation, thus advancing the
comprehensive strategic cooperative partnership, he said.
The Chinese leader emphasised
the significance of high-level meetings and exchanges, and invited
Party General Secretary Nguyen
Phu Trong and President Phuc to
visit China.

He also suggested ministries,
agencies and localities of the two
countries to work harder in order to
facilitate the bilateral cooperation.
China backs Vietnam at multilateral cooperation mechanisms,
and is willing to cooperate and
support Vietnam in the COVID-19
fight, he aﬃrmed.
Nhân Dân 
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“HOW LONG WILL IT LAST?”:
CEASEFIRE IN PALESTINE
Valentin Cartillier
A ceasefire was declared between
Israel and Hamas on the morning of
21st May, bringing a temporary halt
to an eleven-day conflict on the Gaza
Strip. However, the peace – if it can be
called that – is tenuous, with each side
expressing their willingness to retaliate if the other breaks the ceasefire
agreement. 230 Palestinian civilians
were killed during the latest conflict,
including sixty-five children, while
1,710 were wounded. This has been
one of the most intense periods of conflict in years.
The tensions were precipitated by the
latest round of Israeli land-grabs in East
Jerusalem, and quickly spread to Gaza via
Israeli airstrikes in retaliation for rockets
launched by Hamas. The airstrikes were
indiscriminate, destroying lives, homes and
infrastructure across the Gaza Strip. For
more on the recent history of the conflict,
see Guardian #1961 “Israel kills dozens in
Gaza airstrikes, escalates land theft and
Palestinian expulsions” and Guardian
#1962 “Israel’s genocide of Palestinians
continues.”
Qatar and Egypt brokered the ceasefire
deal, which was met with resounding celebrations from Palestinians as thousands flocked
into the streets to celebrate. Given the length
of the conflict, however, these celebrations
will likely be short-lived. Saudi Arabia,
France, Iran, Sudan, the European Union,
and many others welcomed the ceasefire.
China pledged $1mil in emergency aid
and a further $1mil for the United Nations
relief fund. China’ foreign ministry spokesman Zhao Lijian said:
“The international community should
promote the resumption of peace talks
between Palestine and Israel, and
achieve a comprehensive, just and
lasting solution to the Palestine issue on
the basis of the two-state solution ...”

Turkey also welcomed the ceasefire but
said that Israel should be held accountable
for its crimes during the conflict. Russia
also stated that the ceasefire on its own is
insuﬃcient, with Russian Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Maria Zakharova saying, “in
order to avoid a resumption of violence, we
must double international and regional eﬀorts
on relaunching direct political negotiations
between Israel and the Palestinians.”
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres
stated:
“I stress that Israeli and Palestinian
leaders have a responsibility beyond
the restoration of calm to start a serious
dialogue to address the root causes of
the conflict … Gaza is an integral part
of the future Palestinian state and no
eﬀort should be spared to bring about
real national reconciliation that ends
the division.”

Those “root causes of the conflict” seem to
be at odds with the general aims of “national
reconciliation,” seeing as the conflict is over
land possession, with Israel steadily taking
more and more land from Palestinians. Israeli

land grabs precipitated this latest conflict in
the Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood of East
Jerusalem which saw the forced eviction of
Palestinians from their homes by the Israeli
government.
The Israeli Defence Force (IDF) has
extensively tweeted about the method it
uses to determine whether or not there is a
Hamas “threat” in a location and insists upon
the precision of its airstrikes. However, the
number of civilians killed and wounded leads
one to question how accurate these strikes
really are. One such example is the bombing
of the eleven-story building that housed the
local oﬃces of Al Jazeera and the Associated
Press (AP) news agencies in Gaza. The IDF
claimed in a tweet the following day that they
believed the building to be housing Hamas
intelligence assets.
They justified the strike as follows:
“After providing advance warning
to civilians & time to evacuate, IDF
fighter jets struck a multi-story building
containing Hamas military intelligence
assets. The building contained civilian
media oﬃces, which Hamas hides
behind and deliberately uses as human
shields.”

Levelling entire buildings does not seem
like a particularly accurate way of neutralising
Hamas military assets. This is compounded
by the claim that the AP’s top editor, Sally
Buzbee, has yet to yet to see any actual evidence behind the justification for the strike,
either from Israeli oﬃcials or from the IDF.

The AP has requested an independent investigation into the strike.
This conflict is at least partly a result
of-long term United States interests in the
region. Joe Biden has continued this long
tradition. Biden has already been on the
phone with Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
el-Sisi, about eﬀorts to rebuild destroyed
Palestinian infrasturcture following the
eleven-day conflict. While this seems like a
humanitarian gesture, this particularly bankrupt form of diplomacy comes after Biden
recently approved a $735 mil weapons deal
with Israel. In talks with el-Sisi, US Secretary
of State Antony Blinken pledged $75mil to
help in the rebuilding eﬀorts in Palestine,
only $660mil less than the weapons deal
Biden made. The hypocrisy becomes so much
more glaring after Biden’s comments that:
“I believe the Palestinians and Israelis
equally deserve to live safely and
securely and enjoy equal measures of
freedom, prosperity and democracy
[…]. My administration will continue
our quiet, relentless diplomacy toward
that end. I believe we have a genuine
opportunity to make progress and I am
committed to working for it.”

One would think promoting a ceasefire
and a peaceful resolution would not involve
selling more weapons to one side of the
conflict.
The actions of the Israeli state are reprehensible, and, for a concrete analysis of

what is occurring, we need to be clear with
our terms. “Israeli,” “Jewish,” and “Zionist”
do not all mean the same thing. Israelis,
Zionists, and Jewish people can each have
strong – and very diﬀerent – positions on
what is, and has been happening, for a very
long time in Israel. Judaism is a religious
orientation, Israelis are citizens of the State
of Israel, and Zionists are Jewish nationalists,
though even amongst proponents of Zionism
there is internal disagreement about where
a Jewish state should be, dating back to the
beginnings of the movement – see Nathan
Birnbaum, or to understand the other side of
the argument, see Theodor Herzl. Criticising
the Israeli state is no excuse to smuggle in
antisemitism against Jewish people and it
only serves to create a hostile environment
for Jewish people globally.
Australia is also founded on the displacement of indigenous people, but it is
no hypocrisy to criticise the actions of the
Israeli state in Palestine. We ought to openly
criticise not only our own state but also the
people who uphold it. The current situation
is the result of the colonial ambitions of
England during Israel’s establishment, along
with US geopolitical interests in the Middle
East. There is no quick and easy fix to deal
with settler states, but the fundamental basis
of any analysis is a clear understanding of
who supports and upholds those states, and
who opposes them with class solidarity and
organisation. 

Qatar and Egypt brokered the ceasefire deal,
which was met with resounding celebrations from
Palestinians as thousands flocked into the streets to
celebrate. Given the length of the conflict, however,
these celebrations will likely be short-lived.
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THE US’ UNILATERAL COERCIVE
POLICIES AND THE TRUTH ABOUT
VENEZUELA
Jesús Rojas
Washington’s aggression
against Cuba, Venezuela, Iran
and other countries is a flagrant violation of human rights
since its prime objective is to
destroy these societies’ material and spiritual foundations
by attacking their prosperity,
health and the sense of wellbeing, joy and autonomy.
Regrettably, this crime against
humanity has not moved international bodies to demand
that Washington put an end
to these policies. Nor has it
moved into action the large
number of NGOs, supposedly
concerned about respect for
human rights, who look the
other way when it comes to
condemning the crimes of the
empire in the above-mentioned
countries and many others.
The aim of these cruel policies
is the destruction of nation-states.
For nearly twenty years, the United
States government has been attacking Venezuelan sovereignty, and
with heightened ferocity during
the last five years, aiming at regime
change, trying to remove President Nicolás Maduro from power
through violence and terrorism.
The US government has
imposed multiple “sanctions” on
Venezuela. It has embargoed the
export of oil which provides ninetyfive per cent of the nation’s income.
It has blocked the Venezuelan state
from using its bank accounts abroad
to import medicine and to carry out
its social welfare programs.
Between December 2014 and
July 2020, the unilateral coercive
sanctions targeted 401 commodities
and individuals, adversely aﬀecting
the Venezuelan economy. Furthermore, even amid the challenges of
the Covid-19 pandemic, the US has
denied access by the Venezuelan
government to the foreign exchange
required for importing food, medicine, spare parts and essential raw
material for its economic activity.
The aggression against Venezuela comes not only from the

United States’ imperialist government, but also from its European
allies. In January 2019, about 14
tons of gold reserves, with an estimated value of $1.8bil, deposited
by the Venezuelan government in
the Bank of England, were illegally confiscated by the British
government. In a letter of October
9th 2020, addressed to the international community, President
Nicolás Maduro denounced the
sanctions legislation, and seven
decrees or executive orders, as
well as 300 administrative measures, which together, since 2014,
make up a sophisticated policy of
multi-pronged aggression against
Venezuela.
In a report entitled “Economic
sanctions as collective punishment:
The case of Venezuela,” published
in May 2019, Jeﬀrey Sachs and
Mark Weisbrot, North American
economists at the prestigious
Washington-based Joint Center
for Political and Economic Studies, concluded that the unilateral
coercive measures of the United
States government represent a
death sentence for tens of thousands of Venezuelans a year, with
more than 40,000 deaths since
2017, a figure that, no doubt, has
since increased.
According to these experts, such
measures represent a “punishment”
that amounts to collective suﬀering.
They claim that if the US government had not taken these measures,
the Venezuelan economic situation
would be buoyant.
And it is certainly the case that
Venezuelans had been enjoying an
increasing measure of well-being
prior to the imposition of the collective punishment by the United
States. The Bolivarian Revolution
had reduced poverty and social
inequalities. Social projects and
welfare programs had improved the
quality of life for many Venezuelans.
The US’ unilateral coercive policies have sabotaged those gains, and
the unbearable economic decline
has driven a constant flow of Venezuelans across the borders.
One may justifiably say that

The US government has imposed
multiple “sanctions” on Venezuela.
unilateral coercive sanctions are,
practically, weapons of mass
destruction: a form of war where
tanks, planes, bombs and missiles
are replaced by economic and financial blockades dealing a destructive
blow to national production and
foreign trade.
Meanwhile, the Bolivarian Government has made great eﬀorts to
enhance its capacities in terms of
social protection and welfare.
So far, we have managed to
prevent a famine in Venezuela and
mitigated the disastrous eﬀects
that would have taken place in the
absence of the socialist shield and
the social protection measures that
the Bolivarian Government has
been implementing.
In response to the imperial
aggression, and in defence of the
national heritage, sovereignty,

Fight for the Future
This attractive new booklet is a call to action
to save our planet and humanity.
It argues that humanity is at a crossroads. The insatiable drive for profits by
capitalism is leading to irreversible and catastrophic climate change. Capitalist
governments – and the giant corporations they work for – are refusing to act on the
warnings of the great majority of the world's leading scientists.
A popular movement for change is growing around the world. It aims to dismantle
the destructive policies that have led us to this uniquely perilous moment of
human history, and to move toward a world system that gives priority to human
rights and needs.
The stakes in the bitter class war that is taking shape are immense and arise from
the nature of capitalism. Capitalism is an unsustainable system.
The pamphlet insists that we must confront the reality that what we do now will
forever alter the course of humanity and all life on Earth. Now more than ever we
must fight for a better system. Our lives are more important than their profits.
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Email: info@cpa.org.au with credit card details Phone: 02 9699 8844
Write to: CPA books, 74 Buckingham St, Surry Hills, NSW 2010

dignity, peace, development and
well-being of the Venezuelan
people, on October 8th October
2020, the National Constituent
Assembly approved the “AntiBlockade Law for National Development and the Guarantee of the
Rights of the Venezuelan People.”
This special legislative instrument will provide the Venezuelan
government with the ability to
improve the country’s income, generate rational and adequate incentives, stimulate domestic economic
activity, and form productive alliances that would generate foreign
investments aimed at developing
our motherland.
In search of justice and seeking to uphold international law
and institutions, Venezuela has
complained to the International
Criminal Court (ICC) against this

continued abuse by the most pernicious power humanity has ever
known.
The time has come for international legal institutions to denounce
the egregious abuses of the North
American plutocracy, which threatens peaceful coexistence, human
rights and the lives of millions
of people throughout the world,
endangering the very existence of
humanity.
The peoples of the world are
advancing towards the building of
a new global society. They are formulating new paradigms to achieve
ecological and environmental balance and overcoming the social
ills and deficiencies endemic to
capitalism, hence reinventing and
expanding the limits and definition
of democracy. 

PERU’S LEFT-WING
PEDRO CASTILLO
LEADS POLLS AHEAD
OF ELECTIONS
Peru’s left-wing candidate Pedro Castillo leads the voter intention two weeks
ahead of the presidential elections,
pollster Datum revealed on Friday.
The elementary school teacher surpassed
by almost nine points his opponent Keiko
Fujimori, daughter of dictator Alberto Fujimori. During the survey carried out from May
18 to 20, Castillo reported 45.5 per cent of
preference while Keiko reached 40.1 per cent.
The mock voting carried out by Datum
indicated that Castillo is also ahead, taking
into account valid votes only since he reached

53.2 per cent and Fujimori 46.8 per cent. At
least seventy-eight per cent of participants
confirmed that they already decided who
they would vote for.
According to the poll, at a regional level,
although Keiko continues to lead in the capital
Lima by 51.1 per cent, support for Castillo
is increasing remarkably in Central Peru, as
this week it went from 63 per cent to 70 per
cent. Castillo’s popularity is also growing in
the country’s north, with 42.5 per cent willing to elect him as president.
teleSUR 
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TIBET MAKES GREAT STRIDES
IN 70 YEARS AFTER PEACEFUL
LIBERATION
Since 1951, the people of Tibet have broken free from the fetters of invading
imperialism for good, and embarked
on a bright road of unity, progress and
development with all the other ethnic
groups in China.
With regional ethnic autonomy established and through the socialist transformation of agriculture and animal husbandry,
Tibet embarked on the road of socialism.
Over the past seventy years, the central
government has introduced many favourable policies for the region, covering tax and
finance, infrastructure, industrial development, education, health, cultural preservation
and environmental protection.
Dodramog, eighty-six, was born a serf
in present-day Shigatse, southwest China’s
Tibet Autonomous Region. In his eyes, there
were only three kinds of days in old Tibet.
He said he had been trapped in an endless circle – one day serving his lord without
pay, one day working for more fortunate
serfs to fill his stomach, one day farming on
land rented from his lord, and then starting
all over again.
“At the end of the year, I hardly had any
highland barley left for myself after paying
the rent and repaying the grain borrowed in
the previous year,” he said, adding that he
also had to pay all kinds of taxes to the lords.
Now, seventy years after the peaceful
liberation of Tibet, Dodramog and other
Tibetans are living much better lives as the
region has made unprecedented strides
in social and economic development, and
pushed for the well-rounded development
of the people.

FROM SERFDOM
TO SOCIALISM
In old Tibet, the three major stakeholders – oﬃcials, aristocrats and higher-ranking
lamas – and their agents, made up about
five per cent of the population but owned
almost all of the land, pastures, forests,
mountains, rivers and flood plains, and most
of the livestock.
Serfs and slaves, who accounted for
ninety-five per cent of the local population,
had no means of production or freedom of
their own.
On May 23, 1951, the 17 Article Agreement was signed by the central government
and the local government of Tibet on the
peaceful liberation of Tibet.
Since that date, the people of Tibet have
broken free from the fetters of invading imperialism for good, and embarked on a bright
road of unity, progress and development
with all the other ethnic groups in China.
In March 1959, democratic reform was
launched in Tibet and feudal serfdom was
finally abolished. In September 1965, the
First Session of the First People’s Congress

Aerial photo taken in 2019 shows the Potala Palace in Lhasa, southwest China’s Tibet Autonomous Region. (Xinhua/Li Xin)

of Tibet was convened, proclaiming the
founding of the Tibet Autonomous Region.
With regional ethnic autonomy established and through the socialist transformation of agriculture and animal husbandry,
Tibet embarked on the road of socialism.
During the democratic reform, Dodramog
received his share of land as well as beef and
mutton. “I never dreamed that I would one
day get so much land of my own.”
Now, Dodramog and his three sons own
fifty mu (about 3.33 hectares) of arable land,
and their annual income exceeds 200,000
yuan (approx. AU$40,000).

UNPRECEDENTED
SOCIOECONOMIC FEATS
“In New China, all undertakings in Tibet
have seen unprecedented development and
progress,” said Qin Yongzhang, a researcher
at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.
Since 1978, the Communist Party of China
Central Committee has held seven national
meetings on Tibet to make major decisions
and plans for the region.
Thanks to the leadership of the central
government and strong support from the
rest of China, Tibet is catching up with other
parts of the country in various endeavours.
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Over the past seventy years, the central
government has introduced many favourable policies for the region, covering tax and
finance, infrastructure, industrial development, education, health, cultural preservation
and environmental protection.
In 1951, Tibet’s regional GDP was approximately 129 million yuan. Last year, its GDP
exceeded 190 billion yuan.
Since its peaceful liberation, the region
has gradually established a comprehensive
transport network of highways, railways,
air routes and pipelines. Highways totaling
118,800 km in length have been built in Tibet.
The region has also made coordinated
progress in improving its environment,
investing a total of 81.4 billion yuan in the
area by the end of last year. In 2020, the
forest coverage reached 12.3 per cent, and the
comprehensive vegetation coverage of natural grassland grew to forty-seven per cent.
In the new era, Tibet is enjoying rapid
and sustained growth thanks to social harmony and stability.

WELL-ROUNDED HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT
“Since the peaceful liberation, wellrounded human development has been
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Tibet’s greatest historical achievement,” said
Li Xuan, a researcher with the Institute of
Tibetology at Sichuan University.
By the end of 2019, all registered poor
residents and counties in Tibet had shaken
oﬀ poverty, eliminating absolute poverty in
the region for the first time in history.
Before 1951, more than ninety per cent of
Tibetan residents did not have private housing. In 2020, the per capita living space of
farmers and herders reached 41.46 square
meters, and that of urban residents reached
33.4 square meters.
The average life expectancy has increased
from 35.5 years in 1951 to 71.1 years in 2019.
Education has also witnessed tremendous
advances. In old Tibet, there was not a single
proper school. The illiteracy rate exceeded
ninety-five per cent.
From 1951 to 2020, the central government invested 224 billion yuan in Tibet’s
education. Students now benefit from fifteen years of publicly funded education in
the region.
“Today’s Tibet has an unprecedented
foundation, unprecedented opportunities
and unprecedented stamina for development,” said Qizhala, chairman of the regional
government.
People’s Daily 
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A CENTURY OF DIVISION,
REPRESSION, AND
DISCRIMINATION
Eugene McCartan
“I recommend people not to employ
Roman Catholics, who are 99 per cent
disloyal.” – Basil Brooke, minister of
agriculture, later prime minister of
Northern Ireland
May this year is the centenary of the
establishment of the Stormont regime and
the institutionalising of violent division,
mass repression, mainly against the Catholic
minority, and the use of some of the most
repressive legislation in the world. This
was aimed at suppressing the nationalist
minority and at intimidating and coercing
members of the working class from a unionist political background into identifying with
and supporting unionist employers and big
farmers, and acquiescing in suppression
and discrimination against the nationalist
minority.
This was all done to secure the needs and
interests of the unionist capitalist class, in
alliance with and subservient to the superior
needs and interests of British imperialism.
The birth of the Orange state was marked
by widespread pogroms and violence against
the minority community.
The establishment of the Stormont regime
was the strategy adopted by the British, using
their willing allies in the Unionist capitalist class as the best means of thwarting the
struggle for national independence being
carried on by the Irish people, which the
British were determined to prevent.
The Government of Ireland Act,

implemented from the 23rd of December
1920, was an essential building-block for
preventing independence and fracturing the
forces engaged in the struggle of the people
of Ireland for our freedom. It also ensured
that the economic and political interests of
Britain’s closest ally in Ireland, unionism,
were secured for the empire. Before the
passing of the Government of Ireland Act it
needed to have a manageable territory that
unionism could politically hold and secure
and also that would provide the British with
the pretence that they were simply acknowledging the real situation in Ireland.
Between the second and third reading of
the act in 1919 and 1920 reactionary unionist
violence in working-class communities was
sanctioned and organised by the Unionist
leaders. During these pogroms the Unionist
employers directed the mobs’ attacks and
drove out militant trade unionists from the
shipyards and engineering factories, thereby
killing two birds with the one stone.
These pogroms resulted in more than
23,000 people being driven from their
homes in Belfast and nearly 500 killed, more
than 90 per cent of them civilians and a significant majority Catholics, while Catholics
barely made up a quarter of the population
of Belfast. Over a period of two years it was
estimated that more than 50,000 people
fled the Six Counties, that is, one in ten of
the nationalist population.
This became a tried and trusted method of
instilling fear and compliance in what would
become regular and periodic pogroms in the

hundred-year existence of the Orange state,
also securing an economy based on mass
discrimination, with employment opportunities limited to those most loyal and with
membership of the Orange Order and the
various unionist paramilitary police forces
securing a worker’s employment and future.
These sectarian economic practices would
last for fifty years, before the mass mobilisation behind the Northern Ireland Civil Rights
Association. The mass struggle for civil rights
shattered the power of unionism and forced
the British to step in again to protect their
imperial interests. The role of the British in
this violence was further illustrated when the
imperial state recruited the pogromists into
the Ulster Special Constabulary.
The Government of Ireland Act succeeded
in securing British interests and preventing
Irish self-determination. The British ruling
class, with the Unionists playing a subordinate role, partitioned Ireland according to
the needs and interests of imperialism and
its profoundly reactionary agenda.
It was the British who peddled the lie that
they were only facilitating self-determination
for unionism. Then, as now, any solution has
to be in line with imperial needs and interests.
The British state has always shown disdain
and mistrust towards the Irish people. The
century of Stormont has been a century of
cynical manipulation and violence, a century
of evasion and suppression.
The British have been successful in constructing and maintaining the illusion that
they have no strategic interests in Ireland,

merely keeping two “tribes” apart and protecting the “self-determination” of the unionist
population. The British state successfully
sold this illusion to the Irish establishment,
which is all too willing to obey their orders
and to protect its own class interest. Even
some former opponents of British rule have
bought in to this great illusionist trick. As
James Connolly put it so well, “Ruling by
fooling is a great British art, with some great
Irish fools to practise on.”
Partition failed the economic and political needs of the people of Ireland when it
was imposed a century ago, and continues
to fail the people’s interests today, while
the beneficiaries have been the British and
their parasitic Irish and Unionist elite allies.
Partition has weakened and divided
the forces for national independence. The
Government of Ireland Act consolidated the
influence and control by the settler community in the Six Counties, who rejected and
opposed the civic Irish nation promoted by
Wolfe Tone and the United Irishmen with
the institutionalising of a sectarian statelet—a
state and its oppressive laws and apparatus
envied by the South African apartheid regime.
Partition ensured a century of reaction
in our divided country and has allowed two
parasitic and dependent ruling groups to
govern two failed political and economic
entities, operated in alliance with the imperial powers of Britain, the European Union,
and the United States. It is they who now
decide the destiny of our people.
Socialist Voice 

COMMUNISTS WIN SANTIAGO MAYORALTY
IN ANOTHER STUNNING VICTORY
FOR THE LEFT IN CHILE
Chilean communists celebrated another
stunning victory on Monday as Iraci Hassler was elected as mayor of the capital
Santiago.
“We hope that what is happening today
in Santiago is the prelude to what is also
coming in our country, where never again
will the right govern against our neighbours,”
she said in her victory speech.
Ms Hassler became the first communist
to be elected to the post since the fall of the
dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet in 1990.
She polled nearly thirty-nine per cent of the
vote.
She was elected on the Santiago Constituent Mayoralty platform which brought
together more than fifty social, political and
women’s rights organisations to defeat outgoing Mayor Felipe Alessandri and a number
of other challengers.
“We are going to have a new constitution and a transformation in Santiago’s

neighbourhoods to conquer our dignity and
a have a good standard of living,” Ms Hassler
said.
She is only the second woman to hold
the oﬃce and the first since 2012. Her victory came after the left took a majority in the
155-seat Constitutional Convention, the body
which will write Chile’s new constitution,
after two days of voting at the weekend.
The result confounded pollsters and analysts who had predicted a strong showing
from right-wing and conservative parties.
But they failed to achieve the required
number of seats to block progressive changes
to the constitution, which was imposed by
the Pinochet regime in 1980.
Communist Party presidential candidate
and mayor of Recoleta Daniel Jadue said on
Sunday that the strong showing for the party
meant it now represents a real option in the
construction of a new Chile.
Morning Star 
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